IoT Innovation:
How Government
is Uncovering
New Opportunities
State and local governments are finding
new ways for the Internet of Things to
enhance citizen services and increase
operational efficiencies.
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H

ow can state and local officials keep their aging
infrastructure more resilient and compliant with necessary
regulations? They can take a page from the U.S. Navy’s
playbook. Although impressive new fighter jets are in the
works, funding and production delays mean the aging fleet must
remain flying to protect U.S. personnel and interests. Maintaining
the useful life of these fighters has gotten easier thanks to
innovative uses of the Internet of Things (IoT), which combines
networks, data collection sensors and bot-run automation to
help technical crews work more efficiently and effectively.
The lesson: If the Navy can use IoT to extend the life of fighter
jets, IoT can also improve citizen services and increase the
effectiveness of critical government infrastructure, such as
street lighting systems. For example, an IoT-managed lighting
project in the city of Schenectady, N.Y., is helping reduce energy
consumption by more than 50 percent in the downtown area
while also acting as a springboard for other digital initiatives.
One of those digital initiatives is using optical sensors to
scan license plate numbers and alert law enforcement
when vehicles of interest are sighted. Another early-stage
program is bringing city officials and a local utility together
to explore how sensors and analytics may improve energy
efficiency in the city and surrounding communities.
“Our long-term goal is to serve not just the city’s needs,
but also those of citizens, the business and medical
communities, and school districts,” says Schenectady
Mayor Gary McCarthy.
As IoT applications mature, state and local officials are
learning an important lesson: New and exciting opportunities
arise when government leaders look beyond traditional IoT
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uses, such as automatically regulating office thermostats and
lighting. But IoT innovation isn’t easy. It requires creativity
backed by the real-world results being documented in firstgeneration projects.
Government planners must also address a host of challenges,
such as lingering confusion about the underlying technology.
Nearly one-third (30 percent) of state and local officials say
IoT is “a buzzword that doesn’t make sense yet,”1 according
to a recent Center for Digital Government (CDG) survey. The
survey, which gathered input from more than 150 state and
local government executives nationwide, also reveals concerns
caused by resource constraints. A quarter of respondents
said IoT is “interesting, but too much to deal with right now.”
These are valid concerns, but in an era of quickly evolving
technology and citizen expectations, government officials
may lose out on important innovations if they remain entirely
on the sidelines of IoT. This report offers inspiration for
next-generation IoT projects, details the value of smart IoT
platforms for these efforts, and explains how innovators
in state and local government can develop a practical
strategy for next-generation IoT implementations.

A FRESH LOOK AT IoT’S POTENTIAL

While government officials are taking an eyes-wide-open
approach to IoT in terms of its challenges, they also have a
keen awareness of its potential. When asked where IoT is
most needed, citizen access to services (37 percent) and
public safety (25 percent) ranked high among CDG survey
respondents. Thirteen percent also said IoT could help
protect their digital infrastructures and support cybersecurity
initiatives. What types of projects are bringing these visions

to life? They span a range of government operations that
impact citizens and government employees, including:

MANAGING INFRASTRUCTURE MORE EFFECTIVELY. IoT is
coming to Schenectady thanks to an initiative that’s replacing
about 4,500 high-pressure sodium street lights. As workers
install efficient LED bulbs, they’re adding optical sensors
and video cameras to the streetlight fixtures. So far, a large
portion of the downtown region has been upgraded, and the
city plans to gradually expand the work to other areas. The
combination of equipment allows city staff to program the
lights to automatically become 15 percent dimmer at 11 p.m.
“The difference in brightness is difficult for people to
perceive with the naked eye,” says John Coluccio, signal
superintendent for the city. “However, it’s enough of a
difference to conserve energy and reduce costs.”
The cameras and sensors communicate with those in
neighboring fixtures via the city’s Wi-Fi network. If one sensor
detects a pedestrian or vehicle passing by after 11, it tells
others along the street to go to full brightness. Thus, people
don’t risk safety from the dimmer lights, yet the city isn’t
paying to fully light areas that aren’t being used after hours.
At this early stage, the city hasn’t collected enough data to
fully assess the project’s return on investment (ROI). But the
initial results are encouraging.
“We’re reducing our energy costs by 50 percent by switching
to LED lights, and we’re saving another 20 percent thanks to
the dimming and motion-sensing technology,” Coluccio says.

IMPROVING UTILITY SERVICES. In other communities, IoTconnected sensors are being used to automate and improve
the operation of electrical grids and sewer and wastewater
systems. For instance, real-time monitoring of transformers
helps power providers predict and prevent equipment
failure, which cuts maintenance costs and reduces service
interruptions for customers. In addition, sensors and
automated valves are being used in water and wastewater
systems to spot leaks and reduce sewage overflows during
heavy rain.

ENHANCING PUBLIC SAFETY. Inexpensive cameras tied
to Schenectady’s wireless IoT network capture license
numbers of passing vehicles and send the information to
police department computers that look for matches to “hot
lists,” or plates belonging to people under surveillance or
wanted for crimes.
“We can tell where these particular vehicles are in the city and
at what times they’re in these locations,” McCarthy says. “The
system sends notifications to detectives who are interested in

CITIZEN ACCESS TO SERVICES AND PUBLIC
SAFETY IS WHERE GOVERNMENT LEADERS
THINK IoT IS MOST NEEDED.
particular individuals or who want to review activity in an area,
such as a neighborhood that has recently seen burglaries.”

TRANSFORMING TRANSPORTATION. IoT will have a huge
impact on how citizens travel. Schenectady, for instance,
already uses video cameras and sensors to monitor traffic
volume. The data is fed to intelligent stoplights, which adjust
to improve traffic flow. Other communities are using sensorequipped snowplows to improve the safety and convenience
of winter driving. And a growing number of cities are testing
autonomous transit vehicles, which could reduce the cost of
providing public transit services while improving reliability.
Connected vehicle technology also is poised to impact longterm transportation infrastructure requirements. Transportation
planners are assessing whether connected vehicle technology
reduces the need for larger highways and bridges by allowing
more vehicles to fit into existing traffic lanes.

MAINTAINING PUBLIC WORKS EQUIPMENT. Municipalities
are installing sensors on service equipment, such as dump
trucks and snowplows, to monitor their physical condition
and in-service times. By aligning maintenance schedules with
each vehicle’s activity, officials hope to avoid breakdowns and
extend the useful life of equipment. In addition, Schenectady
is planning on using the street side networking analytic
cameras’ capabilites to capture and geo-code images of
pavement to help optimize resources for fixing potholes and
maintaining streets.
HELPING TO MANAGE HEALTH CARE BENEFITS. An industryspecific submarket known as the Internet of Medical Things
(IoMT) is emerging in health care, which may rely on about
30 billion connected devices by 2020, according to Frost
& Sullivan, a management consulting firm.2 The push for
IoMT is fueled by improvements in patient care and facilities
management. Sensors can remotely monitor patient vital
signs and send the data to caregivers so they can watch for
signs of problems for those with chronic diseases.
IoMT also helps hospitals better manage sophisticated
and expensive medical equipment, such as MRI machines.
As with public works assets, by adhering to maintenance
schedules based on actual usage rather than vendor
guidelines, hospitals can keep the devices running at
optimum performance and for extended lifespans. In addition,
location sensors on moveable devices, such as portable
ultrasound scanners, save time searching large hospital
systems for the nearest unit.
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BOOSTING PRODUCTIVITY AND EFFICIENCY FOR OFFICE
STAFF. IoT-powered “smart buildings” are extending beyond
more traditional energy management applications to an
emerging area known as tenant experience. The goal is to
use IoT to create environmental conditions that promote
productivity. To do this, sensors can determine how many
people are meeting in a conference room, for example,
and adjust the heating and cooling levels accordingly. So, if
only five people have gathered in an area with a 10-person
capacity, the air-conditioner isn’t blasting enough cold air to
make people shiver. Not only are the temperature conditions
more conducive to productivity, the facility isn’t consuming
more energy than necessary. Tenant experience is one of
the factors contributing to the 79 percent annual growth
rate for sensor deployments in the real estate industry,
according to the consulting firm Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu.3

MANAGING FACILITIES MORE EFFECTIVELY. IoT also
provides an antidote to vacant or underutilized workspaces.
By installing sensors and gathering accurate information
about office usage levels, building managers can more
accurately determine their total square footage needs,
and perhaps downsize to reduce costs as staffing
requirements change over time. Similarly, the sense that
employees are cramped for space may be a sign that a
department’s available footage isn’t configured effectively.
For example, when sensors show that large conference
rooms are rarely used to capacity, facilities managers
can break the area into two smaller meeting spaces.
In addition, IoT enables maintenance engineers to
proactively address a range of facilities issues, reducing
maintenance and energy expenses. Engineers can receive
automated alerts and potentially diagnose and address
problems remotely, without calling a repair company. They
also can monitor a building’s energy consumption in real
time via smartphone and make adjustments on the fly.

CREATING CONNECTED COMMUNITIES. According to
the CDG survey, 50 percent of government executives
are actively working with other public sector partners to
advance connected community plans. This expansion
of IoT capabilities brings together multiple municipalities
and outside entities into a sensor-fueled environment for
sharing data to improve internal and citizen-facing services.
For example, some cities are working with local utility
companies to use IoT to better track electricity usage and
shift some consumption to off-peak hours when possible.
The early discussions Schenectady is having with its
local utility, National Grid, represents a piece of the
connected community concept. The plan is to roll
out a demonstration project that will be part of a state
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initiative known as Reforming the Energy Vision, a
multi-year effort with goals to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions by 40 percent from 1990 levels, with 50
percent of electricity coming from renewable sources.
However, while ambitious IoT-backed efforts like smart cities
and connected communities show promise, government
officials say they’re struggling to bring these programs to life.
The challenges mirror those cited earlier when implementing
IoT technology for internal operations. For example,
government executives aren’t sure how to build out regional
connections using integrated IoT systems. Ninety-two percent
of CDG survey respondents say they need help to develop
a connected community. Additionally, only eight percent of
respondents say procurement is part of a multi-agency effort
to move forward with becoming a connected community.

SIX KEYS TO USING IoT IN NEW WAYS

Whether state and local agencies are just getting started with
modest efforts or wanting to enable connected communities,
new resources are available that support practical, iterative
IoT implementations. Experienced IoT practitioners within the
public sector and industry experts advise IoT proponents to
advance their sensor-based strategies around six
core guidelines.

1.

BUILD A SOLID BUSINESS CASE FOR EXPANDED
IoT INVESTMENTS. The amount of attention —

and hype — being generated around IoT gives
government officials plenty of possible use cases to consider.
The trick is identifying the types of projects that will not only
deliver quick ROI but act as proofs of concept for future IoT
endeavors. The city of Schenectady originally compiled a
list of 26 potential projects before launching the program to
manage downtown streetlights. McCarthy says he and his
staff performed cost/benefit analyses of the most compelling
use cases. They also solicited input from other city employees
and community representatives regarding the most effective
ways to use IoT.
“We looked at the returns on investment, which included
more than financial considerations,” he says. “Public safety
was always at the top of the list. We also looked at the needs

92%

OF GOVERNMENT LEADERS
SAY THEY NEED HELP TO
DEVELOP A CONNECTED
COMMUNITY.
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of schools and the medical community to consider ways of
generating returns not only for the city but for our partners,
as well.”

2.

TURN PILOT PROJECTS INTO LARGER INITIATIVES.

Once pilots progress far enough to deliver
quantifiable results, government officials can use
the lessons they’ve learned to inform other IoT projects and
develop an enterprise-wide strategy for using sensors. For
example, Schenectady is building on the success of the
downtown street lighting effort and the 20 percent drop in
energy consumption directly related to the sensors. Officials
are eyeing similar benefits for two big-ticket projects: a $300
million casino build on a former industrial site and a nearby
$150 million mixed-use facility.
“We’re putting lighting and optical sensors in these areas and
taking what we learned from the downtown project to define
these business models going forward,” McCarthy says.

3.

CAPITALIZE ON THE LATEST IoT PLATFORMS.

These cloud-based suites of software and
hardware provide tightly integrated resources for
launching IoT innovation. Upfront integration overcomes one
of the main challenges of early IoT technology — the need to
cobble together discrete components from multiple vendors,
which often leads to stovepiped IoT applications that are
difficult to expand or replicate in follow-on projects. Leading
IoT systems aggregate large volumes of data from hundreds
or thousands of sensors and store the information within a
single data model, which makes trend analyses easier. The
best platforms also provide industry standard programming
interfaces so government IT staffs can plug in third-party
applications that support future IoT initiatives.
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4.

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF ADVANCEMENTS IN
ANALYTICS. IoT sensors are so successful at

collecting large volumes of data that government
organizations can quickly become awash in information.
Two options can speed the transformation of raw data into
useful insights. The first is edge computing. IoT platforms
and other technologies perform cursory analyses of data
close to where it’s initially collected. The aim is to quickly
filter out extraneous statistics before they clog networks
and backend analysis applications. For example, sensors
may continuously collect temperature and humidity data
inside a government facility’s main data center. But the
central control monitoring system receives updates only
when the numbers approach pre-determined thresholds
that define a safe operating environment for the sensitive
IT equipment.
A second boost for analytics is coming from the mainstreaming
of artificial intelligence (AI), machine learning and software
bots. Working in concert, these technologies drill into
IoT data to uncover trends and take appropriate action
specified by managers. For example, if temperatures in the
data center example significantly surpass the threshold for
normal operations, a bot could automatically amp up cooling

MORE THAN A QUARTER (26%) OF
GOVERNMENT LEADERS THINK IoT MAKES
THEIR ORGANIZATIONS LESS SECURE BECAUSE
IT INCREASES THE NUMBER AND COMPLEXITY
OF DEVICES ON THEIR NETWORKS.

equipment without waiting for instructions from the IT staff.
Automation like this helps avoid crisis situations that risk
downtime and threaten business continuity.

5.

BAKE DATA SECURITY INTO IoT APPLICATIONS.

The CDG research makes clear that cybersecurity
is an overarching issue for many government
officials. Eighty-seven percent of survey respondents say
there are security challenges to overcome with IoT projects,
but many are confused about the exact nature of those
challenges. For example, 42 percent say they’re unsure of
IoT’s impact on cybersecurity. However, more than a quarter
(26 percent) have a clearer idea about the risks. They say IoT
makes their organizations less secure because it increases
the number and complexity of devices on their networks.
Note: There is a flip side to these fears. Twenty-three percent
of respondents think IoT will make their agencies more
secure, in part because it will push their agencies to update
aging infrastructure and re-engineer their networks.
One way to ensure secure IoT environments is to avoid
consumer-grade IoT devices, such as smart thermostats
designed for home use. While the “consumerization of
IT” has benefited government workers with productivityboosting tablets and smartphones, few consumer devices
come with the sophisticated security capabilities of
enterprise-grade hardware.
“Security has to remain an ongoing focus,” says McCarthy.
“Technology keeps changing so rapidly and governments
are constantly threatened by hackers backed by foreign
nations. We have to make sure we’re doing everything
possible to protect IoT systems and networks.”

IT planners can start by choosing government-grade
sensors and video cameras that come with built-in device
authentication and data encryption capabilities.
To further protect sensitive government data and systems,
consider breaking up large IoT networks into a series of
smaller, easily managed segments. Then, if hackers find
a way to breach a network, malware is contained and
remediated within a single segment rather than traveling
throughout the enterprise. Advanced analytics, such as AI,
can also boost security. By automatically comparing usual
traffic patterns on networks to prevailing conditions, AI can
spot anomalous behavior and either warn the security staff
or take defensive actions.

6.

BEWARE OF BIG BROTHER. Closely related

to security are privacy concerns, and
organizations will need a plan to tackle
employees’ fears that their activities are being monitored
unnecessarily. So, while it’s beneficial to know where and
when people congregate within a facility, the data should
be anonymized so that the individuals themselves aren’t
being identified, unless specialized clearance requires
such a move and people are informed about this
in advance.
Some people need additional help to feel comfortable
and productive in a sensor-packed workplace. Managers
should clearly communicate the goals of IoT data collection
initiatives and the perceived benefits. When possible,
people should be able to opt out of certain sensor-based
applications, such as pointing employees to vacant
parking spaces based on location preferences and the
size of personal vehicles.
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Similar considerations should be given to citizens as sensors
and video cameras monitor street activity and scan license
plate numbers. Schenectady officials will approach citizen
outreach in a similar way to how they worked with community
groups when they introduced police body cameras. For that
initiative, officials created a review board that brought residents
into privacy discussions.

STAY ALERT TO NEW OPPORTUNITIES

The CDG research shows that government officials are
interested in IoT, while being clearly aware of the remaining
challenges. They’re concerned about the lingering
“buzzword” nature of the technology and its security
implications. As a result, government officials are right
to investigate new use cases and move cautiously with

multifaceted implementation strategies that address security,
as well as the potential returns for IoT investments, the latest
technology and privacy implications. But adopters of IoT
projects warn that due diligence shouldn’t lead to inaction.
“I tell peers in other communities to not miss out on
the opportunities,” McCarthy says. “When a project
like converting traditional street lights to LEDs comes
along, consider whether there’s an IoT opportunity to
also put in sensors and communications protocols that
will bring additional advantages to the community.”

This paper was produced by the Center for Digital Government
Content Studio, with input from Cisco.
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